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The Visual and the National:
the Making of the Transylvanian Ethnographic Museum (1902)
Szabó Levente
Lecturer,
Dept. of Hungarian Literary Studies,
Babes-Bolyai University (Cluj)

1. The “visual / pictorial shift“
and the making of the modern museums
The middle of the nineteenth century
brought about the first debates related to the
role and forms of the public museum in Hungary. There had been private museums before,
but the founding of the Hungarian National Museum brought the issue of national representation to the forefront along with the similar Western examples of the time. Originally the only
visitors of the Hungarian National Museum were
researchers, the issue (and the fear) of the general public came into discussion only in the middle of the century. The process of “museification“ cannot and should not be separated from
two nineteenth-century phenomena: the enormous need, impact and truth-making effect of visuality, respectively the “pantheonization“ of national culture, and the inscribing of grand
national narratives into visual imagery.
The “hunger for certain kinds of visual information“ is hardly ever mentioned in analyses
of Hungarian mid-nineteenth culture, though
the invention and diffusion of different kinds of
photography, and the massive production and
consumption of the printed visual imagery completely reworked the Hungarian cultural imagination. The expanding pictorial world actually
proved to be an efficient tool of nation-building,

since (before the 1868 introduction of compulsory primary education) visual literacy was much
higher than literacy in general. The printed
image also transformed popular culture: the pictorial and the illustrated magazines made an
enormous impact on framing visuality as a major
medium of nation-building. That is why it is not
surprising at all that at the midst of the nineteenth century the museum came to the foreground as a major repository of the national past
and present, a representational medium not only
for the few and educated, but also for the socialization and nationalization of the less educated
masses. That is why the constitution of the national museum (and then the founding of the
smaller regional and professional museums
around the turn of the century) was permeated
with different types of narratives and plots of the
nation. The visuality of the first Hungarian museums and exhibitions is not translucent at all;
on the contrary, visual narratives of nationhood
have a role in Hungarian nation-building as important as the written or printed types of discourse.
The “pantheonization“ of national culture
could be viewed as a core process that inscribed
strong master narratives of nationhood into
Hungarian visual representations (including the
ones used in and by museums and exhibitions)
throughout the nineteenth century. In his
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Üdvlelde – an almost untranslatable title that is
analogous to the Western ideas of the Pantheon
– István Széchenyi imagined the institutionalization of national remembrance in the form of a
huge vision: he proposed a site that would embrace the visual representation of the major historical figures (of course, according to a canon of
the then contemporary times). Even though his
wish materialized much later, the idea of the national Pantheon through an overlapping and
complex visual network proved to be strong
enough to recur in a number of nation-building
phenomena.
The literary cultic events of the 1850-1860s,
celebrating the writers of the recent past (and
practically founding the canon of the literary
classics), were such phenomenon with a wide public appeal. They extensively employed sophisticated visual narratives, refunctionalizing, reinterpreting and nationalizing the 17-19th century
confessional visual conventions. These powerful
images, reproduced and disseminated both
through new printing technologies and different
novel photographic techniques, socialized more
and more viewers into the conventions of the visual narratives of nationhood. The status of the
museum as the foremost institution of the visualization of national memory is grounded right
here, in these processes. The visual / pictorial
shift of modern culture, that coincided with the
advent of modern Hungarian nationhood, resulted in powerful bonds among the notions and
narratives of both phenomena. Viewed from this
angle, it is no wonder why some of the major modern professions and new disciplines of the early
phases of modern Hungarian nation-building
made extensive use of this overlapping character
and interconnectedness. One of these, the professional Hungarian ethnographic discipline can
be a master example for the foundational use of
visual narratives and ideologies. Certainly, one
of the consequences of the visual turn within
this discipline is the shift from texts to objects,
from folklore texts to the objects of “the
people.“

If early Hungarian ethnography used literary
philology to select, to group and to evaluate folklore texts, the taxonomy and “musealization“ of
folk objects owes a lot both to previous visual
narratives of nationhood, and the new visual taxonomies of the fin-de-siècle social sciences. One
of these taxonomical narratives that had its visual analogies was the idea of primitivity that came
to be a major (though not the sole) organizing
principle at the exhibition of the Kolozsvár /
Cluj-based museum of ethnography, opened in
1902.
2. The images of the ’new’ ’primitivity:’ the
different pragmatics of the ’primitive’ and the
ethnographic
In the then contemporary ethnographic discourse one understanding of this notion has priority over the other in a temporal sense of the
word: in the period of mainly textually focused
and literary embedded ethnography that preceded the attempts of working out a disciplinary independence for the study of the folk. Hungarian
texts use the notion of primitive as fiercely opposed to the notion of the civilized. The projected hierarchy of the primitive vs. civilized plays
upon the culture vs. civilization dichotomy, picturing the folk as the depository of ancient values that have been tragically: “fading out“ with
the advent of modernity. In their alleged perfection they always belong to a bygone antiquity (of
the Hungarian nation), that can be recuperated
by partly due to the destroying effects of modernity. Modernity is thus portrayed in these
preparadigmatic and predisciplinary texts of
early and mid-nineteenth-century Hungarian
ethnography as the past and present peril of the
nation trying to find the continuity with its own
antique past and beginnings. This latter continuity is viewed as the sign of an alleged authenticity of the nation. This is one of the very reasons why the stigmatization of modernity
(including and represented also by (industrial)
progress) is so frequent in these texts: because in
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this view modernity is destroying not only the
still preserved—even though sometimes perverted—traces of the beginnings of the nation, but
also the very possibility of a nation-building, arising from a regained past, and cleaned of the nonessential components, the “impurities“ of civilizing time.
This forceful vision of primitiveness that opposes the notion with the civilized and introduces a hierarchic stance into their relationship
is not eraded from the later, even fin-de-siecle
perceptions of ethnography, but one can perceive different and rethought versions of it. Naturally, these versions do not have an end in
themselves, but can be interpreted as complex
answers to different issues that emerged. A very
interesting rewriting of the primitive vs. civilized
dichotomy applied to the ethnographic type of
data can be taken as a complex response through
the heritage of this powerful Hungarian (and of
course, not exclusively Hungarian) cultural topos
to the emerging Transylvanian ethnic problem
that came to be thematized as both a social and
a national problem. József Sándor wrote in an
1892 issue of Erdély:
“From an ethnographic view there is nothing
more important for us [i.e. Transylvanian scholars and intelligentsia] than the Romanians.
Can’t you see that the scarce ethnographic information inherited about this group is the
major reason for most of our linguistic and political internal problems? Isn’t this ethnic group
the one that separates the Seklars from the Hungarian sea of the Great Plain? Those magnificent
pinewoods and snow-capped mountains that
stretch from Kalotaszeg till Abrudbánya and Zalátna are our Chinese wall that separate us from
our mother country. The Hungarian culture and
the spirit of the Hungarian state haven’t found
their way yet, and this are the places from where
the savage butchery began that killed our brothers both in 1784 and 1848. This was the place
where Vasváry-Kovács was lured into a trap, and
this would be the fate of our own armed forces
in our own land of today. This realm is the trou-
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ble-maker in the midst of our beloved country.
So this is the realm we have to sweep and remodel according to the rules of our national and
state civilization by means of bringing tourists to
these places, creating holiday resorts and then
through the creation of industrial companies.
And this is even more urgent since according to
some of our scholars a part of the people that
are dwelling at these places and are not Hungarians anymore had been originally Sekler settlers
and preserved the memories of their origins unconsciously even up to our days.“
Sándor was mixing the idea of primitiveness
(that has been lost due to both “civilizing“ and
“regressive“ factors and) to be regained with a
kind of primitiveness that is ethnically other and
that should be eraded: according to him “our“
primitiveness should be regained and used (because otherwise it is completely lost), but “their“
primitiveness should be civilized by our state,
because otherwise it is quite dangerous. Primitiveness and civilization are not in opposition in
this case, but working according to double standards, though the two sides of the standards are
not straightforward and according to the rationale of the former texts: civilization is blameworthy and unacceptable when it is destroying
the primitive elements of our national culture,
but it can be widely greeted and adopted in case
we are applying it and when we are defining its
constituents and functions. Tourism and ethnography having the task of regaining primitiveness
(or at least what has been left by time and civilization) at the same time appear in the role of
civilizing forces, transmitting the logic of the
state as imagined by the “civilizers.“
Actually the strongest turn I am sensing in
the fin-de-siecle reinterpretation of ethnography
– and that can be perceived through a novel
meaning of primitiveness in this context - is
linked to the place planned for the ethnographic
commodities in the revival of national economy.
The fact that “primitive“ folk culture came to be
viewed as the main element in reviving national
economy (through industrial-sized handicrafts-
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manship) and thus also the engine behind the
possibility of an organic rebirth and modernization of the emptied / destroyed character of the
nation, actually reconfigured the whole narrative
about the relationship between the primitive and
the modern:
“We know quite well that the tourists enthralled and refreshed by the beauties of nature
are highly responsive to the primitive, but original folk objects, the so-called souvenirs. […] Let
us naturalize this foreign habit used extensively
by others: let us offer the maidenly primitive objects of our handicraft industry to the tourists.
[…] If there is anyone among you that was ever
in Stockholm s/he should know that the Swedes
are mastering this really well: we should follow
them and we’ll make our economy grow.“
Gyula Merza even imagined a special sort of
ethnographic movement in order to transform
the simple ethnographic object into marketable
commodity, nay to make the folk sensitive to
this difference and lead them to produce this
new type of commodity - of course, with the
noble aim to transform the local, the regional
and the national economy into a prosperous one:
“Our noble ladies who are always willing to
sacrifice themselves for a noble cause could start
a movement to immortalize the national costumes of Transylvania both in artistic-coloured
photos and in professional ethnographic comments. Such fancy-goods type of books would be
comprehensive lexicons of our national clothing
and would greatly support the defense of the original dresses of our folk. […] We should provoke the self-esteem of the folk and orientate its
attention to those peculiarities that can arise the
interest of the foreigners or the tourists. [For instance,] [the] organization of a Transylvanian
competition of folk costumes could really focus
the attention of the foreigners to our land.“
It is not far from this vision Etelka Gyarmathy speaking about the latest huge Western
European and especially Parisian success of the
Transylvanian handicrafts as the mark of how
Transylvania had lately become a compass of the

latest Western fashion: “Bánffy-Hunyad, this
small town of Kalotaszeg sets the standards of
the latest fashion for Paris in matters of this
handicraft. It is this small town that establishes
what is on vogie regarding kerchiefs, hats, varrottas, all kind of embroideries for underwear“.
This is in complete agreement (at least on a conceptual level) with the representation a periodical of the time gave of the same phenomenon:
the varrottas—she wrote also in 1887—“has lately been on vogue in the international centre of
the fashion. The Parisian commercial house selling these Transylvanian goods has recently ordered thirty varrottas from Bánffy-Hunyad. [For
example,] the small varrottas kerchief is widely
used by the Parisian ladies on the occasion of
going out to the theatre and since it is new and
enthralling, many are already fond of it.“ The
very idea of the “primitive“ ethnographic commodity being in vogue or setting the trends in
latest fashion assigns the alleged primitiveness a
central role in trends of modernity. Nay, in this
case, the ardent supporters and Hungarian-Transylvanian commentators of this new trend in
fashion add a slight evaluative and hierarchic element into the comparison of their own community with the Western European ones: compared to them and through their folk, they seem
to have an alleged priority regarding the latest
trends of modernity. Thus paradoxically, the emphasis laid on the Western European reception
and economic successes of the Kalotaszeg workshops made some commentators portray the
“primitiveness“ of the Transylvanian ethnographic objects as the first successful attempts for
the Transylvanians to be even more modern than
the Western Europeans. This new image of
modernity based on and intimately interwoven
with (and not opposed to) the primitiveness of
the folk is radically different from the former
narrative that appeared in ethnographic texts
and objects—the repository for the ancient values
not destroyed by modernity.
This new narrative is surely safeguarded not
only by the representations I have already allud-
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ed to, but also by the position and attitude of the
emperor and king and most members of his family, especially Prince Joseph towards the whole
arts and crafts movement of Kalotaszeg and their
legitimizing force (that, among others, materialized in their often buying and wearing / using
the products of the locals). Primitiveness and
also ethnography (as the disciplines accurately
and professionally represent it) seen as the driving force behind the modernity of the nation,
and thus not standing against, but in completion
/ continuation of civilization are such narratives
that reposition also the notion of the nation established on rather different attitudes towards
modernity in both the preparadigmatic phases of
ethnography and also in some discourses at the
turn of the century. This new attitude towards
industry, industrialization, economic growth,
economic market actually harmonizes the national narrative with economic development and
at the same time places the national antiquity
(“primitiveness“) to be found at the folk at the
very heart of nation-building. In fact, this new
and interesting version of nation-building offered by tourism and ethnography (of course,
placing themselves at the heart of these processes) is a part of a series of complex attempts to answer the struggling fin-de-sicle Hungarian and
Transylvanian questions of whether economic
progress and the nation can be harmonized, but
they also brought forth the novel answer that
Transylvanian Hungarian elite is trying to give
regarding its own roles in Hungary and the empire. Of course, these latter answers are not
purely narratives of wounded pride, but very
complex frameworks springing—among others—
from the struggle over the resources, be it financial or intellectual.
The double usage of primitiveness (“our
primitiveness“ vs. “their primitiveness“), respectively the emphasis on “our primitiveness“ as
being at (or deriving from) the heart of economic
modernity was written also into the poetics of
the Cluj Museum, in the sequence of the objects
included into and excluded from the museum.
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First and foremost, the museum is based mostly
on those objects which had (or were seen as
having) a huge economic success at the different
national and international exhibitions (“our
primitiveness that stands behind national modernization“). In the public appeal that preceded
the foundation of the museum, the Transylvanian Carpathian Association, a major Hungarian
tourist association of the time, defined the role
of the future institution as having specifically regional aims:
“Let us gather the creations of the phantasy
of the folk, the works of the Transylvanian folk
art and folk industries, so as they could become
a realistic basis for getting to know the Transylvanian soul, to establish an organic direction and
productive motifs in national culture, to prepare
the national style and to be able to consciously
govern folk industry, preserving its original character that has given its economic strength and
success.“
This definition of primitivity that highlights
its nature to generate economic growth is intermingled with an image of the future museum
that defines it as having vindictive functions not
only towards non-Hungarians, but also towards
the Hungarians from Hungary:
“In a well-organized Transylvanian ethnographic museum a foreigner can make a picture
of Transylvania for himself in a quick manner;
he will be able to draw a turistic plan for himself
of what is worth seeing here. But it is also this
museum where our fellow-countrymen could become acquinted with this Garden of Eden [i. e.
Transylvania], with the essence of the Hungarian national. This could make our town the capital city of ethnography.“
When the local councilors visit the newly established and opened ethnographic museum the
president of the tourist society sketches not only
the hardships of the gathering process of the objects but also speaks highly about an alleged individuality of the museum: “Concerning its character this museum is unique since it entails only
the objects of a single region. The similar for-
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eign museums are colonial and the one in Budapest is international and cosmopolitan in its
character“. So the founding of the Kolozsvár /
Cluj-based ethnographic museum inscribed itself
into a regional struggle on the authenticity and
representativeness of Transylvania in nationbuilding:
“In Transylvania there has been for a long
time what on we could term ethnographic common knowledge [’köztudat’]. And it is only Transylvania that has monographic ethnographic literature. [After the ethnographic initiatives of the
Saxons and the Romanians] there are only the
Hungarians left Ñü it is their supremacy from
which the responsibility springs to gain a leading
role in ethnographic research of all the ethnic
groups populating this area [’hazarész’].“
This is the premise he founds his claim for
“a Transylvanian general Carpathian Museum in
Kolozsvár, with a special regard to the touristic
and ethnographic relationships“ . The building
he regarded the most fit for the functions of an
ethnographic museum wasn’t a neutral place:
“[The best place for it] would be the birthplace
of King Mátyás that has been consecrated by the
national feeling“. The opening of the museum
wasn’t opaque either in the former sense: it coincided with the similarly ceremonial erection of
the statue of King Mátyás. In fact, they are
viewed both by the organizers, both by the participants as two constituent parts of the same
event. That is why the grand opening of the museum is perceived also as a kind of symbolic appropriation of the Transylvanian space.
This is the reason why the main visual narrative in presenting Transylvanian Hungarians has
a regional focus (trying to overemphasize the
role of Transylvania in nation-building), and on
the other hand it gives a significant space to
those objects (for instance, the varrottas from
Kalotaszeg etc.) which has had also an economic
success at the national and international exhibitions, respectively at the millennial exhibition
(1896) of Hungary.
Another main ideological impetus defining

the visual narrative of the museum to be founded is based on the dichotomic idea of “our ethnic and successful primitivity“ vs. “their ethnic
primitivity (that is neither successful, not civilized, henceforth it should be civilized)’. The Romanians appear in it as the subjects of a civilizing process: “we should civilize them so as they
could understand and appropriate this loyalty.“
It is interwined with economic arguments: e.g.
this type of loyalty assures peace and thus also
economic well-being. Tolerance is a recurrent
concept of the framework in the sense of accepting the otherness in change of the double /
triple loyalty (“we are inviting you and taking
you as you are in exchange for your loyalty to
the region, state and / or empire“). Another line
that is visible is actually reworking the former
model into an exclusivist ethnocultural framework. This implies the loyalty to the state (sometimes to the region, too) and it is measured by
language differences. It is again intertwined with
economic arguments: in such types of narratives
this type of loyalty assures a homogeneous and
sure economic well-being (with)in the state. Tolerance is again a recurrent concept here, but
having another logic than in the former case:
“we are tolerant, because we are inviting you to
join the community, we don’t exclude you Ñü if
you don’t master the language you are excluding
yourselves / this equals the fact that you don’t
wish to become a loyal member of the community.“
3. The logic behind the (visual) logic:
the rationale of the visual narrative offered by
the Transylvanian ethnographic museum
Even the visual logic of the exhibition is a
significant sign of the narrative embedded into
the logic of the selection and organization of the
folk objects and representations of the folk and
the land. This narrative is partly compelled since
both the Romanians and the Saxons withdraw
from the preliminary discussions of the museum, but on the other hand they both withdraw
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mostly because the tendency of the narrative
that will unfold actually by their refusal to participate in the exhibition. So it is both a cause
and a consequence of this state of the art that
the museum is organized according to the following logic, reported by the annual detailed accounts of the touristic society:
“The museum takes up 12 rooms of the
birthplace of King Mátyás. The far left room of
the ground floor contains the library of the society […] The nearby room is closed and used as
a store-room for the identical objects. The left
room is the first to open the exhibition: it is the
room where our king was born and exhibits historical [Transylvanian] objects like the skirt of
Brandenburgi Katalin, the church chairs of Mihály Apaffy […] together with the flag of our society. The next rooms are at the disposal of the
balneological section […] The whole upper floor
and all the corridors are taken by the ethnographic section according to the following rationale: 1) several types of varrotas, 2) a traditional
room from Kalotaszeg, 3) a traditional kitchen
from Kalotaszeg, 4) weaving and spinning, 5) domestic clay industry, 6) ancient trades (hunting,
fishing, shepherd activities), 7) agriculture. “
It is obvious that while the museum grasps
the logic and model of the millennial exhibition
and the Hungarian Ethnographic Museum, it
also rewrites this “Western“ tradition by submitting its own central ethnographic loci and the objects characteristic to them. By this gesture the
new exhibitionary space is made both to complete and broaden, but also to rival the Hungarian ethnographic framework offered in the Budapest museum.
For instance, the way to the upper floor is introduced by a miniature version of the Seklar
gate. The bench on the corridor is also made by
Seklar wood-carvers. “Its pairs can be ordered at
the direction of the museum anytime.“ The ceiling of each room of the exhibition is from the
Unitarian churches of Kiskend and Nagykend. It
seems that there is a strong rivaling tendency towards the Budapest exhibition: while the
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Kolozsvár visual narrative takes partly its logic, it
also re-centres it around its own “strong“ points.
This rivaling character can be also partly the explanation why the emerging and establishing
discipline of ethnography in its Transylvanian
definition forwarded on the occasion of the establishing the ethnographic museum subsumes
all the other humanistic and social disciplines of
the new disciplinary system:
“All the objects exhibited can be divided into
two separate groups: the proper ethnographic
part includes folk architecture, interiors, clothing and embroidery, working tools, folk customs,
folkish [’népies’] literature [!], music, dance and
finally sociology [!]; the second group comprises
the auxiliary sciences of ethnography [!]: geography, anthropology, demography and liguistics
dealing with the language of the folk.“ It is also
in this stream of thought how the exhibition was
recontextualizing the then contemporary Hungarian anthropology: it brought to the forefront
the bust of a male and female from Kalotaszeg
“that are characteristic to the main type having
brown hair, eyes and skin, circular head, and
middle size, present in Kalotaszeg in 54 per
cent. The busts were made on the basis of the
original measurements and photos archived in
the Hungarian Ethnographic Museum.“
This part of the Kolozsvár exhibition (clearly
influenced by Jankó, whose interest in anthropological measurements was well-known) instrumentalizes anthropological representation within
(and not outside or in parallel with) the ethnographic representational system, but singles out
only one central anthropological narrative, i.e.
the Transylvanian one. This is also a new and
powerful ethnographic representation of Transylvania asking for a rethought place in the Hungarian overall narrative, but it also balances between the two major Transylvanian elements of
the narrative: Kalotaszeg and Seklerland.
Clearly, the ethnography showed here, in this
Transylvanian narrative seems as if almost all
the other humanistic and social sciences (and
not only) would revolve around it. It claims a dis-
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ciplinary centrality for itself that could hardly be
claimed by Hungarian ethnography of the time.
This is probably strongly linked to the functions
and tasks it is thought to fulfill in the Transylvanian context.
“One could say that Transylvania, the classical land of national self-preservation in the past,
is still an undiscovered realm not only for the
foreigners, but also for us. It is its rediscovery
our society is aiming at: the Transylvanian
Carpathian Society attempts to lead this region
back to the united bosom of the Hungarian
state, since it is this part of the country upon
which the fate of the whole nation and state
rests. If it falls, the nation will fall, too.“
This was one of the recurrent argument that
offered ethnography unprecedented tasks.
Returning to the evaluative moments the visual narrative of the exhibition offers regarding
the non-Hungarians: these are very rare. The
only representation of non-Hungarian inhabitants of Transylvania are the visual ones, respectively some Romanian painted sacred pictures in
the anti-chamber (i.e. outside the core of the
main exhibition and on the other hand put along
“Seklar glass paintings of a much better quality“- so they are in a narrative sequence that is
evaluating them and this evaluation doesn’t turn

to be favourable to them). The sixth room of the
exhibition has also a similar logic: it puts together industrial-quality objects representing ancient
[!] Hungarian working tools, and used and less
industrial-quality Romanian wooden spoon. Actually also all the other industrial-quality objects
are Hungarian ones that in this logic of the narrative become master examples of technical
progress. This is not only a supposition that derives from the photos we are left with and the descriptions of the objects and their order. It is also
strongly and overtly commented upon in one of
the finest and detailed newspaper descriptions of
the ethnographic exhibition: “The aim of this
collection is to bring together all the commonly
used objects of all the people populating the historically and naturally bordered territorry of
Transylvania that speak different languages and
are at different levels of civilization“.
The first Transylvanian museum is the site of
“a dynamic power-play of competing knowledges, intentions and interests” both within and
outside ethnic Hungarian nation-building. Just
like in the case of any other, its visual narratives
function as intricate mechanisms of truth-production, mirroring and at the same time producing, establishing a complex politics of early twentieth-century nation-building.
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